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Language in Immigrant America

Exploring the complex relationship between language and immigration in the

United States, this timely book challenges mainstream, historically estab-

lished assumptions about American citizenship and identity. Set within both

a historical and current political context, this book covers hotly debated topics

such as language and ethnicity, the relationship between non-native English

and American identity, perceptions and stereotypes related to foreign accents,

code-switching, hybrid language forms such as Spanglish, language and the

family, and the future of language in America. Work from linguistics, educa-

tion policy, history, sociology, and politics is brought together to provide an

accessible overview of the key issues. Through specific examples and case

studies, immigrant America is presented as a diverse, multilingual, and multi-

dimensional space in which identities are often hybridized and always

multifaceted.

dominika baran is Assistant Professor of English at Duke University,

specializing in sociolinguistics and linguistic anthropology in transnational

contexts. Her interest in language and immigration in the United States stems

partly from her own background as a political refugee from Poland who

settled in New York at age fifteen and spoke only minimal English. Her

ongoing projects include a discourse analytic study of narratives of migration

among Polish immigrants in Anglophone countries.
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Preface

As I completed this book in August 2016, the presidential election cam-

paign in the United States was in full swing, and the derogatory comments

about minorities, women, immigrants, and Muslims made by then-candidate

Donald Trump were regularly making headlines. The discursive strategy of

Trump’s campaign was the familiar one of appealing to white voters by

depicting all “others” as a threat. He described Mexicans as “criminals” and

“rapists,” asserted that “Islam hates us,” called for establishing a Muslim

registry, and frequently invoked an old racist stereotype that equates

African American communities with crime-ridden inner cities. This

rhetoric drew supporters as well as many outspoken critics. But then, on

November 8, Trump was elected president. Soon afterwards, a white supre-

macist – so-called “alt-right” – conference got under way in a federal

building in Washington, DC, focusing on celebrating the election results

and on developing strategies for “expanding white privilege,” in the words

of leading alt-right activist Richard Spencer. And, as I write this preface

in February 2017, two major events have taken place. On January 20,

Donald Trump was sworn in as the country’s forty-fifth president. The

very next day, millions took to the streets in the historic Women’s March

on Washington, both in the US capital and in countless cities across

America and the world, to protest the discriminatory attitudes that permeate

the new administration’s promised agenda, which targets numerous groups,

including immigrants, refugees, people of color, Native Americans,

Muslims, women, the LGBTQ community, and people with disabilities.

This context contrasts profoundly with that invoked by Smedley and

Smedley (2011) in the preface to their book Race in North America:

“Finally, an extraordinary event has happened in American lives. In 2008

Americans elected as president Barack Obama, an African American, which

has caused many to query what this means for ‘race relations’ . . . This

election has opened up a wide range of opportunities for reflection on the

meaning of race and the future of our racial ideology” (xiii). Today, in 2017,

many worry that instead of thinking about the future, we will be fighting

against going back to a troubled past.

xi
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One of this book’s important themes is an examination of discourses

surrounding immigration throughout American history, in which new

immigrant groups are time and again portrayed as inferior to earlier,

now assimilated ones. The language used to denigrate Latinos today is

not much different from that used by early-twentieth-century nativists to

disparage Southern and Eastern Europeans, or by late-nineteenth-century

white Californians who fought to limit contact between their own children

and those of Chinese immigrants for fear of physical and moral contam-

ination. Furthermore, the language and policies that today discriminate

against or disadvantage groups (such as women, Muslims, or the LGBTQ

community) and that undermine public education or equitable access to

healthcare have profound implications for immigrants as well, since

immigrant issues intersect with those of gender, religion, sexuality, and

many others. The fact that a candidate whose campaign was built on the

rhetoric of fear of the Other succeeded in winning the presidency illus-

trates that the xenophobic sentiments and discourses that have historically

fed the tensions between “immigrants” and “Americans” continue to be

influential today. Just days after taking office, Trump issued executive

orders to begin the construction of a border wall with Mexico and to

suspend the entry of refugees from Muslim countries hit the hardest by

ongoing humanitarian crises, thus revealing the very real consequences of

the politics of fear. At the same time, however, the scale of the protests

witnessed on January 21, 2017 demonstrates widespread opposition to

these xenophobic discourses. In public discussion of current events one

also often hears the explicit mention of Trump’s racism, xenophobia, and

sexism. This moment, perhaps, is another opportunity to confront our

mainstream ideologies of discrimination and to meaningfully challenge

our institutional prejudices.

This book presents immigrant America as a diverse, multilingual, and

multidimensional space in which identities are often hybridized and always

complex. It argues that any attempts to define what makes a “true” American

that are rooted in exclusion and divisiveness, and in the reification of cate-

gories that are in fact fluid and changing social constructs, work only to

exacerbate social injustice. They seek to reduce the complexity of the immi-

grant American experience to simplistic oppositions of “us” against “them,”

and they ignore the reality of privilege. They also erase the contributions of

those who have been historically excluded from full American citizenship,

such as African slaves, Asian railway and mine workers, and in recent years,

undocumented Latino farm workers who are vilified as “illegals” yet abso-

lutely essential to the functioning of American economy. Though the focus of

this book is language, from a sociolinguistic perspective, language never

exists in isolation from its social, cultural, and political context. It is through

xii Preface
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language that identities are negotiated and enacted, and it is also through

language that inequalities are normalized and made to appear as inevitable.

I hope that this book succeeds in helping to debunk some longstanding myths

about immigrants, to challenge assumptions about American citizenship and

identity, and to reimagine the relationship between the categories of citizen

and immigrant.

xiiiPreface
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